FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sequel Youth and Family Services Announces Transition Plan for Madison Students
Sequel working with state of Alabama to relocate 51 students to suitable accommodations across state
MADISON, Ala. (August 19, 2019) – Sequel Youth and Family Services today announced plans to
relocate 51 students from Sequel TSI Madison to other residences throughout Alabama this week.
Sequel is working with Alabama’s Department of Youth Services and Department of Human Resources
to ensure a safe and systematic transition.
“Our highest priority is ensuring our students receive the attention, care and services they deserve,”
Sequel CEO Chris Roussos said. “These kids have already had to face a lot of challenges. We are working
closely with the state to ensure as smooth a process as possible given the seven-day timeframe provided
by the Madison City Council.”
Sequel has had a longstanding commitment to the state of Alabama. The organization employs more
than 250 staff in Alabama, and has worked with youth in the state since 1996. Sequel has operated the
TSI Madison program since 2009, and the facility has been part of the community for more than two
decades.
About Sequel Youth and Family Services
Founded in 1999, Sequel Youth and Family Services is a leading national behavioral health organization
that develops and operates a broad continuum of treatment programs for children, adolescents and
adults with behavioral health, emotional and physical challenges. Sequel programs are designed to equip
our clients with the tools, motivations, life skills and education necessary to lead successful lives. Sequel
serves a client population struggling with behavioral, addiction, psychiatric, emotional or conduct
disorders, as well as autism and other comorbidities.
Sequel’s mission is to serve and care for our clients with excellence and prepare them to lead responsible
and fulfilling lives through mentoring, education and support within a safe, structured, dynamic
environment — whether on one of our campuses, in a community or school setting, or in their own homes.
We are passionate about what we do and delight in providing excellent programs that instill permanent,
positive changes in the lives of the individuals we are privileged to serve. For more information, visit
www.sequelyouthservices.com.
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